The problem of inter-regional interchange scheduling in the presence of stochastic generation and load is considered. An interchange scheduling technique based on a two-stage stochastic minimization of expected operating cost is proposed. Because directly solving the stochastic optimization is intractable, an equivalent problem that maximizes the expected social welfare is formulated. The proposed technique leverages the operator's capability of forecasting locational marginal prices and obtains the optimal interchange schedule without iterations among operators. Several extensions of the proposed technique are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation
S INCE the restructuring of the electric power industry, independent system operators (ISOs) and regional transmission organizations (RTOs) have been created to operate power grids defined by certain geographical boundaries. Within each control region, a centralized market is administered by the operator who collects supply offers and demand bids, determines market clearing prices, and settles auctions for producers and consumers. On the boundary, trades between two regions are jointly determined by both operators to ensure their physical deliveries. Such inter-regional trades enable market participants to buy electricity from one region and sell it to the other, and allow low-cost external resources to compete with internal resources to serve consumers.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TPWRS. 2016.2600635 is the under-utilization of the interface transfer capacity when more power could have been exported from a low cost region to a high cost one. Ideally, seams problem can be eliminated completely by jointly optimizing the overall cost of interconnected regions through a decentralized optimal power flow (OPF) algorithm. There is an extensive literature on solving the decentralized multi-area economic dispatch problem as summarized briefly in Section I-B. These approaches, however, have not been adopted in practice for economic, political, and technical reasons.
The current industrial approach is a market-based solution that sets the net interchange 1 based on bids and offers submitted by market participants under a set of complicated rules and procedures. In [2] , the analysis of the seams issues between New York ISO and ISO New England shows that the economic loss due to seams for the New York and New England customers is estimated at the level of $784 million from 2006 through 2010.
The authors of [2] point out that the latency between the scheduling of interchange and the actual power delivery is a major cause of inefficiency. Typically, the net interchange is set by a market clearing process in which external transaction offers and bids are submitted far ahead of the time of power transfer. Consequently, the interchange determined in advance may not reflect the actual system conditions. This situation is likely to be exacerbated with the greater integration of renewables.
A second factor that causes inefficiency is the lack of coordination between neighboring ISOs in their respective clearing processes of bids and offers from external market participants. This suggests that considerable gain in performance may be realized by a process that schedules the interchange based on the minimization of overall system cost.
To improve the interface efficiency, an interchange scheduling technique, referred to as Tie Optimization (TO), is proposed in [2] . An alternative, referred to as Coordinated Transaction Scheduling (CTS), is also proposed. Built upon TO, CTS is an enhancement of the market-based solution with higher scheduling frequency and more tightly coordinated scheduling between two ISOs.
B. Related Work
There have been extensive studies on the seams issue. In this paper, we do not consider inefficiencies arise from market designs; we focus instead on optimizing the interchange schedule. 1 By the net interchange we mean the total power transferred from one region to another over the boundary. 0885-8950 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
We highlight below approaches most relevant to the technique developed here. For broadly related work, see [2] - [7] and references therein. Mathematically, the optimal interchange can be obtained from the multi-area OPF problem using various decomposition techniques. A general approach is based on the principle of Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) that decomposes the original problem into smaller subproblems. Some of the earliest approaches include the pioneer work of Kim and Baldick [3] and Conejo and Aguado [4] that predate the broad deregulation of the electricity market in the U.S. In general, decentralized OPF techniques typically require iterations between interconnected regions where one ISO uses intermediate solutions from the other to solve its own dispatch problem. Although the convergence of such techniques is often guaranteed under the DC-OPF formulation, the number of iterations can be large and the practical cost of communications and computations substantial. An exception is the recent marginal decomposition technique [5] that is shown to converge in a finite number of iterations.
The growth of renewable integration has brought new attention to uncertainty in seams. Both stochastic optimization and robust optimization approaches have been considered recently. In particular, the authors of [8] formulate a two-stage stochastic market clearing model for the multi-area energy and reserve dispatch problem. The solution to the stochastic optimization is obtained based on scenario enumerations, which requires a prohibitively high computation effort. In [9] , the day-ahead tie-flow scheduling is considered in the unit commitment problem under wind generation uncertainty. Specifically, a two-stage adaptive robust optimization is formulated with the goal of minimizing the cost of the worst-case wind production. The solution is given by the column-and-constraint generation algorithm. The present paper complements these existing results by focusing on real-time interchange scheduling and develop a tractable stochastic optimization technique capable of dealing with continuous uncertainty.
A pragmatic approach to the seams problem, one that has been adopted in practice and can incorporate external market participants, is the use of proxy bus where the interchange is traded and assumed to occur. The technique presented here falls into this category. Among existing prior work is the work [10] by Chen et al. where a coordinated interchange scheduling scheme is proposed for the co-optimization of energy and ancillary services. The work closest to ours are the TO technique [2] and the work of Ilic and Lang [11] . The underlying principle of [2] and [11] is based on the economic argument of supply and demand functions, which are exchanged by the neighboring operators. For the net interchange, such functions can be succinctly characterized, and the exchange is only made once; the need of iterations among operators is eliminated. Our approach is also based on the same economic argument with the innovation on incorporating system and operation uncertainty. Note that this type of approaches does not solve the multi-area OPF problem.
C. Summary of Contributions
The goal of this paper is to obtain the optimal interchange schedule in the presence of system and operation uncertainty. To this end, we propose a two-stage stochastic optimization formulation aimed at minimizing the expected overall system cost. The proposed optimization framework takes into account random fluctuations of load and renewable generation in the system. Because directly solving the stochastic optimization is intractable (with continuous uncertainty), this paper presents an approach to transfer the stochastic problem into an equivalent but deterministic optimization. This transformation allows us to generalize the deterministic TO solution by intersecting the expected demand and supply functions of interchange, therefore avoiding repetitive computation and iterative information exchange between operators.
II. DETERMINISTIC INTERCHANGE SCHEDULING
A. Proxy Bus Representation
In practice, coordination between neighboring control regions and markets is typically carried out through the use of a proxy bus mechanism. A proxy bus models the location at which marginal changes in generation are assumed to occur in response to changes of interchange. According to [12] , the proxy bus mechanism is utilized by all existing locational marginal price (LMP) based markets for representing and valuing interchange power.
In this paper, we consider a power system consisting of two independently operated subsystems, each having its own internal load, generation and renewable integration, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . A generalization to multiple operating regions is discussed in Section IV-B. In the single proxy bus system 2 , each operator selects one proxy bus to represent the location of import or export in the neighboring region. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2 , ISO 1 assumes a withdrawal q at proxy bus p 1 and ISO 2 an injection with the same quantity q at proxy bus p 2 . Note that a proxy bus can be a physical location or a virtual abstraction. For simplicity, we assume all proxy buses are physical locations throughout the paper.
The interchange scheduling is to determine the direction and volume of the net interchange q that minimizes the overall generation costs subject to the power balance constraint and generation and transmission constraints. Note that the proxy bus representation is an approximation; the optimal interchange in the proxy bus system may not be optimal to the original system. In general, the optimal interchange via proxy bus representation is strictly suboptimal when it is compared with multi-area OPF solutions. 
B. Optimal Interchange Scheduling without Uncertainty
The interchange scheduling problem under the proxy bus model can be formulated as minimizing the generation costs of both regions subject to the power balance, transmission (internal and interface) and generator constraints. For simplicity, it is assumed in this paper: (i) the system is lossless, and (ii) the regional cost function of generation c i (·), i ∈ {1, 2}, is quadratic and strictly convex. In the single proxy bus system, the net interchange can be modeled explicitly as an additional scalar variable in the optimization as follows:
where 1 vector of ones with compatible dimensions; c i (·) real-time generation offer function for region i; d i vector of forecasted net load including demand and renewable generation for region i; g i vector of dispatches for region i; q net interchange from region 1 to region 2; s i shift factor vector of proxy bus to internal transmission lines in region i; F i vector of internal transmission limits for region i; Q interface capacity; S i shift factor matrix of buses in region i to internal transmission lines in region i; G i generator constraints for region i; λ i shadow price for power balance constraint in region i; μ i shadow prices for transmission constraints in region i; μ q shadow price for the interface capacity constraint. The problem (1) is a centralized formulation for determining the optimal interchange between region 1 and 2. Such an optimization requires a coordinator who have full access to all related information of both regions which is unsuitable in the current deregulated electricity markets.
As in [6] , the centralized problem (1) can be written in a hierarchical form as follows. min
where g * i (q), i ∈ {1, 2}, is the optimal dispatch for region i, given the interchange level q.
The regional dispatch problem for region 1 is specified as
and for region 2 as
Note that this optimization involves an outer problem (2) to optimize the interchange level q, and an inner problem that is naturally decomposed into two regional problems, both parameterized by q. In other words, the optimizer and associated Lagrangian multipliers for (3) and (4) are functions of q, i.e.,
C. Tie Optimization
The key idea of TO [2] is to determine the interchange schedule by intersecting the demand and supply curves of interchange. By the demand/supply curve we mean the incremental cost of generation for each region at different interchange levels. Each point on the demand/supply curve is essentially the LMP at the proxy bus at the given interchange level. Mathematically, given the interchange level q, the LMP at the proxy bus for region i is defined as
where λ * i (q) and μ * i (q), i ∈ {1, 2}, are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the optimal solution of (3) and (4). Since π i (q) indicates region i's incremental cost to dispatch up or down around q, we can view it as a supply curve for the exporting region or a demand curve for the importing region 3 .
We use the graphical representation in [2] to illustrate the basic principle of TO. As shown in Fig. 3 , curve π i (q) represents the incremental cost of generation for region i and Q is the interface capacity. In this example, the direction of interface flow 4 is from region 1 to region 2, so π 1 (q) and π 2 (q) serve as supply and demand functions respectively. The optimal schedule q TO is set at the intersection of the two curves. Note that if this quantity exceeds the interface capacity, the schedule should be set at the limit Q instead. The interface capacity constraint, in this case, becomes binding and price separation happens between markets. It should also be noted that import and export transactions are settled at the real-time LMPs which are calculated at the proxy buses after the power delivery.
According to [2] , the interchange schedule of TO is the optimal solution to (1) (as well as (2)). This intuitive argument is a manifestation of a deeper connection between social welfare optimization illustrated in Fig. 3 and cost minimization defined by (1) . In what follows, we will exploit this connection in the presence of uncertainty.
III. STOCHASTIC INTERCHANGE SCHEDULING
In order to incorporate system uncertainty, we propose a stochastic interchange scheduling technique, called Stochastic Tie Optimization (STO), based on the design of TO. The scheduling problem is formulated as a two-stage stochastic optimization that minimizes the expected overall operating cost. To develop a solution approach, we present an equivalent social welfare maximization from which the optimal interchange is obtained with the consideration of system uncertainty.
A. Stochastic Programming Formulation
Because the interchange must be determined prior to generations and demands being realized, the interchange scheduling in the presence of generation and demand uncertainty is fundamentally a two-stage stochastic optimization problem. The first stage involves minimizing the expected overall generation cost whereas, in the second stage, the regional optimal dispatch problems are solved given the interchange level q and the realizations of random net load d 1 and d 2 , as defined in (3)-(4). The two-stage stochastic optimization can be formulated as
where the expectation is taking over all randomness of internal net loads d 1 and d 2 . The optimal regional dispatch and the associated Lagrangian multipliers of (3) and (4) are now parameterized by two factors: the interchange level q and the net load realization d i . So the LMP π i (q, d i ) at the proxy bus is a function of both q and d i .
In general, problem (6) is intractable using standard optimization techniques when d 1 and d 2 have continuous distributions. In the following, we propose an indirect approach by solving a stochastic social welfare maximization using the same technique as TO. 
B. Social Welfare Optimization
We now present an optimization problem from the importexport perspective, but taking into account that both import and export regions must agree on the forward interchange quantity in the presence of future demand and supply uncertainty. Because the interchange quantity is fixed ahead of the actual power delivery, each region may have to rely on its internal resources to compensate uncertainty in real time. To this end, it is reasonable for the export region to maximize its expected producer surplus and the import region to maximize its expected consumer surplus.
Without loss of generality, let region 1 be the exporter. For fixed interchange q and demand d i , let π i (q, d i ) be the LMP at the proxy bus for region i. The associated interchange social welfare is defined as the sum of the importer and the exporter surpluses, which is given by
Note that, at the time of determining the interchange q, random generations and demands in both regions are not yet realized. Therefore π 1 (q, d 1 ) and π 2 (q, d 2 ) are also random. We thus face a stochastic optimization problem in which the interchange q is a decision variable that can be set to maximize the expected social welfare
The optimal interchange can be obtained by maximizing the expected interchange social welfare 5
is the expected LMP-a function of the net interchange q-at the proxy bus of region i. The ways to compute or estimate these expected functions are presented in Section III-D. We see from Fig. 4 that problem (8) is the same as TO in Fig. 3 with deterministic demand and supply functions replaced by their expectations. Therefore (6) can be solved easily using the same technique as in TO once expected demand and supply functions are given. This means that the optimal interchange can be determined by first searching for the intersection ofπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q) and then checking whether the interface capacity constraint is satisfied.
C. Stochastic Tie Optimization
Although the equivalence of cost minimization and economic surplus maximization is intuitive in the deterministic setting, it is not obvious that the equivalence of the two stochastic programs holds. In this section, we establish the equivalence of (6) and (8) .
Theorem 1. If problem (3) and (4) are not degenerate for all d 1 , d 2 , and q ≤ Q, then problems (6) and (8) have the same optimizer q * given by the solution q int of
Proof: See Appendix A. Theorem 1 provides a new solution approach to the intractable problem (6) . Instead of solving (6) directly, we only need to compute (forecast) the expected price curves and find the intersection using a searching algorithm such as the binary search. Since these (expected) price functions do not include the confidential information (bids and offers) from each region, the interchange problem can be solved by one of the operators as long as the other operator shares its expected price curve. In such a process, operators do not need to iteratively update or exchange information during the scheduling process. This property, inherent from TO, is in contrast to most decomposition methods where subproblems are resolved and intermediate results are exchanged in each iteration. Because one-time information exchange is sufficient for the optimal schedule, operators do not need to repeatedly solve regional OPF problems which can be computationally expensive for large systems. Such a property significantly reduces the real-time computational efforts, thereby providing the potential of higher scheduling frequency and alleviating the latency risk caused by system uncertainty.
D. Computation of Expected LMP
Here we discuss three techniques to compute or estimate the expected price curve.
First, the expected demand and supply curves can be computed using the probabilistic forecasting technique developed in [14] . The key idea in [14] is to solve a multiparametric program to partition the net load space (the space of d i ) into critical regions 6 . By the theory of multiparametric linear/quadratic programming, within each critical region, the LMP is constant for the linear cost case and affine for the quadratic cost case. Since the partition of parameter space is independent of realizations of stochastic generation and demand, the computation of critical regions and functions that map the net load to LMP can be obtained ahead of time. Therefore, the expected LMPπ i (q) can be computed from the distribution of the net load at each level of interchange q. Such an approach, although providing exact expression of the expected demand and supply functions, may be computationally costly due to the fact that there may be a large number of critical regions. In practice, one may only need to compute a small subset of critical regions that contain typical net load realizations, e.g., around the mean value of the net load.
A second approach is to obtain expected demand and supply curves based on an interpolation of sampled expected demands and supplies. In general, the expected price functionπ i (q) may not have analytical forms; a set of interchange-price pairs is sufficient for the scheduling purpose. For example, operators may only compute the expected LMPs, {π k
, for a finite number of interchange levels {q k } K k =1 . To determine the intersection, the operator of region i shares the set of pairs {(π k i , q k )} K k =1 to the other operator who can then use the interpolation technique to approximate the entire curveπ i (q).
Yet another approach is based on the use of historical data. Currently, external transaction data is not only accessible to the operators but also to all market participants. For example, the external transaction data associated with the CTS interface between New York ISO and ISO New England, is publicly available: New York ISO provides the external CTS price online [15] and ISO New England updates the real-time scheduled interchange on the ISO's website [16] . Given the enormous amount of historical data, regression models can be used as a reasonable estimate of the relationship between interchange quantities and expected prices, which can be treated as the expected supply and demand functions.
E. Summary of Scheduling Procedure
We conclude this section by describing the procedure of the proposed scheduling technique. Without loss of generality, we assume that the operator of region 1 (ISO 1) submits its price curve to the operator of region 2 (ISO 2) who then determines the interchange schedule.
The scheduling procedure of STO is summarized as follows:
(1) operators compute the expected price functionsπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q); (2) ISO 1 submitsπ 1 (q) to ISO 2;
(3) ISO 2 determines the direction of the interface flow, computes q STO as defined in Theorem 1, and communicates the schedule to ISO 1; (4) both operators dispatch their internal resources to implement the agreed interchange level in real time. We point out that the expected price curveπ i (q) produced in
Step (1) covers both positive and negative interchange values. The direction of the interface flow is determined by the sign of the cleared interchange. We note that the direction and volume of the optimal interchange can be obtained simultaneously from the intersection of the two expected curves which are defined on q with the same direction. For example, the direction of q is defined from region 1 to region 2 in (1). If the intersection of π 1 (q) andπ 2 (q) were set at a positive value q int > 0, the interface flow direction would be from region 1 to region 2. Otherwise, a negative value q int < 0 would be the opposite direction.
After agreeing the interchange schedule, operators will prepare their internal resources for the actual delivery. Note that the interchange schedule is determined in advance of net load realization. This time difference is approximately 15 minutes in [2] and up to 40 minutes in the current implementation of CTS. When load and renewable generations are realized in real time, operators will dispatch the internal resources to meet the regional demand and the agreed schedule.
IV. GENERALIZATIONS
In this section, we discuss three possible generalizations of the proposed STO scheduling technique. The first one is incorporating external market participants in the interchange coordination as the CTS proposal. The second is the multi-area (more than two areas) interchange scheduling. The last one is the consideration of regional reserve market in the multi-area system setting.
A. Stochastic Coordinated Transaction Scheduling
In order to incorporate external market participants, we generalizes the CTS proposal currently in implementation to Stochastic Coordinated Transaction Scheduling (SCTS) using the same idea of STO. As in CTS, market participants are allowed to submit requests to buy and sell power simultaneously on both sides of the interface. Such a request is called an interface bid, which includes a price indicating the minimum expected price difference between two regions that the participant is willing to accept, a transaction quantity of the interchange, and a flow direction.
The graphical representation of SCTS is given in Fig. 5 . Analogous to Fig. 4 ,π 1 (q) andπ 2 (q) are the expected LMP curves of region 1 and region 2, respectively. The third price curve 7 π 2 (q) − π bid (q) is the adjusted curve ofπ 2 (q) by subtracting the aggregated interface bids π bid (q). The SCTS schedule is set at the intersection ofπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q) − π bid (q) in the absence of interface limit. All interface bids with the expected price difference less than Δπ = π bid q SCTS are accepted and settled at the real-time LMP difference. Mathematically, this problem is formulated as:
where the expected price functionsπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q) are derived from (3) and (4) . Note that problem (9) is not equivalent to the cost minimization (2) due to the introduction of market participants.
Compared to the original design of CTS, the only difference of SCTS is the use of the expected supply and demand curves. This implies that one-time information exchange is sufficient; no iteration between operators is necessary during the scheduling procedure.
B. Extension to Multi-Area Interchange Scheduling
Having considered the problem of interchange scheduling between a pair of neighboring ISOs, it is natural to examine possible extensions to three or more interconnected areas. Such a problem clearly has significant implications in practice. For instance, New York ISO has interfaces with both ISO New England and PJM, and PJM has interfaces with New York ISO and Midcontinent ISO. Thus effective coordination among all operators can affect the overall efficiency of a large-scale interconnected system.
The proposed scheduling technique is directly applicable to the asynchronous multi-area interchange scheduling problem. In particular, because operators run their regional dispatches asynchronously, an ISO with multiple interfaces may determine interchange schedules one at a time. For such cases, the problem is effectively reduced to a pairwise interchange scheduling problem for which the proposed STO can be applied directly.
It is perhaps computationally more efficient, possibly with better performance, if multiple interfaces can be scheduled simultaneously. The problem of jointly optimizing all interface flows presents a nontrivial difficulty in extending the approach presented in this paper, both conceptually and algorithmically.
The key issue arises from the fact that the idea of intersecting the supply and demand curves is no longer applicable. In a way, the operator has to deal with high dimensional "supply and demand surfaces" on which one has to find the optimal interchange vector. It is not clear such a vector has the correct economic interpretation as in the one dimensional case. Even if it does, it is not obvious how to obtain such a multi-dimensional schedule in a computationally tractable fashion. An approach that builds upon the idea presented here is [13] in which the interchange vector between two areas with multiple interfaces is optimized. Another approach in [17] that adopts similar price surfaces, which are called the locally optimal cost (LOC) with respect to the complicating variables coupling areas in [17] , solves an multi-area economic dispatch problem under uncertainty.
C. Multi-Area Energy-Reserve Market
The proposed interchange scheduling technique assumes that each area maintains its own reserve requirement and reserve allocation rule based on each region's operating criteria. In this way, the scheduling process will require minimum or no change to the current industry practice. Maintaining separate reserve models (or reserve markets) in each area does not affect the proposed interchange scheduling process, but the average supply and demand curves can be different from those obtained without reserve requirements.
Here we describe the general idea how the proposed interchange scheduling technique incorporates regional reserve markets. The multi-area joint energy and reserve market clearing problem under uncertainty can be still formulated as a twostage stochastic program: in the first stage, the interchange is optimized for the expected overall cost; and for the second stage, instead of optimizing the energy dispatch, the reserve levels are also determined via an energy and reserve co-optimization. For energy and reserve co-optimization model, refer to [18] . The scheduling procedure is exactly the same as the summary given in Section III-E, except that the expected price is computed from the energy and reserve co-optimization model instead of energy-only optimization.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed STO with that of TO on three systems: a 2-region 6-bus system, a 2-region 118-bus system, and the IEEE 3-region 30-bus system. In all examples, TO uses the certainty equivalent forecast of wind power, i.e., the mean value, while STO uses the probabilistic forecast, i.e., the distribution. For the first two examples, we focus on the two most common symptoms of seams: (i) the under-utilization of interface transfer capacity, and (ii) the counter-intuitive flows. For the third example, we focus on the extension of the proposed technique for the asynchronous multi-area interchange scheduling problem.
A. Example 1: A 2-Region 6-Bus System
Consider a 2-region 6-bus system as depicted in Fig. 6 . Generator incremental cost functions, capacity limits, and load levels (the default values) are presented in the figure. All lines were assumed to be identical except for the maximum capacities: the tie lines (line 2-6 and line 3-4) and the internal transmission lines in region 1 (line 1-2, line 1-3, and line 2-3) had the maximum capacities of 100 MW, and the internal lines in region 2 have the maximum capacities of 200 MW. The system randomness came from the wind generator at bus 1 in region 1. The entire network model (the shift factor matrix) was assumed to be known to both operators. Bus 3 and 6 were chosen as proxy buses. 1) Baseline: We first tested a baseline with the probabilistic wind (forecast) distribution N (55, 10 2 ). Two load levels were chosen to illustrate the two inefficiency symptoms of TO schedule: the first load level d 5 = 250 was an example of the counterintuitive flow, and the second load level d 5 = 200 showed the case of interface under-utilization. All results were generated from Monte Carlo simulation. The actual wind realizations were sampled from the forecast distribution N (55, 10 2 ) as well.
We plotted the expected overall operating costs at different interchange levels in Fig. 7 . At the interchange schedule of STO (the red circle), the expected overall system cost was minimized in both cases. This verified the optimality of the proposed scheduling technique. Table I provides more detailed statistics for the schedule of TO and that of STO. Under STO, the expected prices at the two proxy buses converged in both cases. Under TO, on the other hand, the price disparity occurred in both cases. In the first example, the expected price difference was −2.3 $/MWh, which means the expected price of the importing region (region 2) was lower than that of the exporting region. This implies that the interchange was scheduled from a high cost region to a low cost region, which is economically counter-intuitive. In the second example, the expected price difference at the interchange level of TO schedule was 2.5 $/MWh, i.e., the marginal price of the importing region was higher than that of the exporting region. With this price difference, increasing the interchange level can further reduce the expected overall cost, meaning that the interchange capacity was underutilized.
In fact, because of the optimality of STO schedule, any schedule higher than this optimal level would cause counter-intuitive flows, and any schedule lower than that would lead to the interface under-utilization. To see why these two phenomena happen, we took a closer look at the supply and demand curves given in Fig. 8 where π TO 1 and π STO 1 are the supply curves of region 1 for TO and STO respectively. Since there was no randomness in region 2, Fig. 9 . Impact of the forecast uncertainty σ: (a) interchange and (b) expected overall cost. π 2 is the deterministic demand curve for both TO and STO. If there were no uncertainty of the wind forecast, i.e., the variance of wind generation distribution were zero, the expected supply curve would be exactly the same as π TO 1 . So the increase of the standard deviation of wind generation changes the expected supply curve from π TO 1 to π STO 1 . Fig. 8 shows some insights into the inefficiency associated with the certainty equivalent approach of TO. Here we explain the case of d 5 = 250 in Fig. 8(a) with details. TO sets the interchange by intersecting the supply curve (solid) from region 1 with the demand curve (dash-dot) from region 2. This solution would have been exactly the same as STO if the wind production has zero variance.
In the presence of uncertainty, the expected supply curve (dash) in Fig. 8(a) represents a higher cost of generation from region 1 around the interchange quantity set by TO. This means that, the 167 megawatt flow from region 1 to 2 set by TO is a flow from the higher cost region to the lower cost region, which is a case of counter-intuitive flow. STO, on the other hand, sets the interchange at a lower level (red circle) and there is no price differential at the proxy buses.
Similar rationale is also applicable for the case of d 5 = 200 in Fig. 8(b) . At the TO interchange (the blue square), the expected generation cost of region 1 is lower than that of region 2. This means that the overall cost can be further reduced if more power flow from region 1 to region 2.
2) Impact of Forecast Uncertainty: The impact of the forecast uncertainty level was investigated by varying the standard deviation σ of the wind production distribution N (55, σ 2 ). Loads were set at the default values given in Fig. 6 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , the interchange schedule under TO did not change with σ because it only used the mean value 55 of the wind production forecast. STO, on the other hand, captured the uncertainty level of the probabilistic forecast and adjusted the interchange schedule accordingly. The expected overall cost increased with the forecast uncertainty, which was observed in both TO and STO. Such trend is intuitive because uncertainty creates more inefficiencies. When there were no uncertainty (σ = 0), the schedules of TO and STO would be exactly the same.
B. Example 2: A 2-Region 118-Bus System
We divided the standard IEEE 118-bus system 8 into two regions: region 1 includes bus 1-12 (and associated internal 8 All bus and branch indices are referred to [19] . transmission lines) and region 2 bus 13-118 (and associated internal transmission lines). In this system, there was a single interface consisting of five tie lines. Generator incremental cost functions, capacity limits, and load levels were set at the default values given in "case118" in [19] . Bus 4 and 69 were selected as proxy buses. We imposed the maximum capacity of 100 MW on line 8, 126 and 155. The interface transmission was not limited by default, but the impact of the interface congestion would be studied. We introduced ten wind generators 9 in the two-region system, one in region 1 and nine in region 2. The wind power productions in each region were assumed to be independent random variables with identical probability distribution. We used a generalization of scenario-based model. In particular, suppose that there is a set of wind generation scenarios, each associated with a Gaussian model with mean μ k and variance σ 2 k . If scenario k occurs with relative frequency p k , then the distribution of the wind generation in region i is given by the so-called Gaussian mixture distribution
In this example, we only considered two scenarios: high wind scenario (characterized by the Gaussian distribution with mean μ high i and the standard deviation σ high i for region i) and low wind scenario (characterized by the Gaussian distribution with mean μ low i and standard deviation σ low i for region i). We denote the probability of high wind scenario by p and that of low wind scenario by 1 − p. Therefore, the mean production value for each generator in region i is:
For the following simulation results, we used the continuous distribution (10) to compute the interchange of STO, and the mean valuew i for TO. All realizations of wind generation were sampled from the continuous distribution (10) using parameter values in Table II. 1) Impact of Interface Congestion: In this case, we first verified the optimality of STO schedule in the absence of interface capacity and then examined the effect of interface congestion.
We plotted the expected overall operating costs at different interchange levels in Fig. 10 . The result verified the optimality of STO and the inefficiency of TO: the interchange level of STO was located at the minimum of the expected cost curve while the schedule of TO resided at a suboptimal point. The root cause of the inefficiency of TO, in this case, was the under-utilization of the interface transfer capacity. Knowing that under-utilization causes inefficiency, an interesting question to ask is what happens if the interface capacity is limited and the optimal schedule of STO is not achievable. To answer this question, we imposed the limit of external injection/withdraw at the proxy bus to be 250 MW. From Fig. 10 , the expected cost at this limit (yellow triangle) was larger than that of the original STO schedule (red circle), but still better than that of TO (blue square). One can imagine: if the interface capacity were further restricted, for example, at a level smaller than the schedule of TO, both TO and STO would yield the same schedule that equals to this tight limit. The expected cost would increase for sure due to this restriction.
To scrutinize the impact of interface congestion, we calculated the expected price differences between two regions at different interchange schedules. Results are presented in Table III . In the absence of interface constraint (Q = ∞), the LMPs at proxy buses converged at the schedule of STO, which created an ideal seamless market. However, when the interface was congested (Q = 250), the price disparity occurred: the exporting price was lower than the importing price by 1.27 $/MWh. Economically, increasing the interface flow would reduce the price difference and improve the overall cost in expectation. Technically, the interface flow was constrained by its physical limit (Q = 250), so the schedule was stuck at this suboptimal point. Therefore, whenever the interface is congested, the price disparity occurs and the congestion cost increases.
2) Impact of Proxy Bus Location: As pointed out in [12] , all existing LMP based markets utilize proxy bus representation for the interchange modelling and scheduling. The location of proxy bus, however, is selected according to the industrial experience and there does not exist a common selection criterion. Here we tested various locations to investigate the impact of proxy bus locations. The distribution given in (10) with parameter values given in Table II was used. From results presented in Table IV , we observed that both techniques were sensitive to the proxy bus locations. The optimal schedule under TO was more random than that under STO. For example, the schedule of TO at (8, 30) was three times larger than that at (11, 13) and (12, 14) .
C. Example 3: IEEE 3-Region 30-Bus System
The last example, the IEEE 3-region 30-bus system, was used to evaluate the proposed technique for the unsynchronized multi-area scheduling problem discussed in Section IV-B. All system parameters including area partition, generator cost functions and capacities, transmission parameters and capacities, and load levels were assumed to be the default values given in "case30" in [19] . Load on bus 2, 7, 8, 12, 21 and 20 were assumed to be random following Gaussian mixture distributions. For each random load d i , the distribution is given by
where f high (d i ) and f low (d i ) are the probability density functions of N (d high i , (0.05d high i ) 2 ) and N (d low i , (0.05d low i ) 2 ) respectively, d high i = 1.6d i , d low i = 0.4d i , andd i is the default load level at bus i given in [19] . The mean value of each load i is thus exactlyd i , which was used for TO.
In this system, each area had a separate interface with each neighbor and the interchange vector consisted of three interface flows. Bus 1, 13 and 22 were selected as proxy buses to represent the network of area 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The scheduling problem was considered in the asynchronous fashion. Specifically, at each time, only one interface was scheduled/optimized and the scheduling sequence was fixed in the order of q 12 , q 23 and q 31 , where q ij is the interface flow from area i to area j.
The interface flows scheduled by TO and STO and their associated expected overall system costs are provided in Figs. 11 and 12 respectively. Since the scheduling was asynchronous, only one of the three interface flows was optimized at each time. For example, as shown in Fig. 11 , the interface flow q 12 from region 1 to region 2 was optimized at time 1 and remained at the same level at time 2 and 3 during which other interface flows were optimized sequentially. This example showed the convergence of the proposed algorithm over time numerically. At the convergence point, the directions of interface flows scheduled by TO were opposite to those of STO. As a result, the expected overall cost of TO was increased compared with that at the initial level where no flow was scheduled on any interface.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A stochastic interchange scheduling technique that incorporates load and renewable generation uncertainties is proposed. Using the forecast of the expected LMP at proxy buses, the proposed approach obtains the optimal interchange from an expected economic surplus maximization. The essence of this technique is to convert a two-stage stochastic program into a deterministic optimization problem with a one-dimensional decision. Such a transformation makes the solution not only tractable but computationally efficient in the real-time market. In addition, the proposed technique does not require any iteration between operators during the scheduling process. A one-time information exchange is sufficient for the optimal scheduling. Several extensions are discussed in Section IV where many interesting directions arise for future research. For example, how to incorporate the external market participants in the overall cost minimization would be interesting to study. If there is a way to incorporate such bids, does the equivalence of cost minimization and social welfare maximization still hold with these market participants? Moreover, the generalization of multi-area (more than two areas) interconnected system is only made for the asynchronous scheduling scenario. For the simultaneous scheduling of multiple interfaces, a more sophisticated technique is required to obtain the optimal interchange vector. Lastly, interconnected regions can bring reserve sharing benefits to each region, reducing the overall cost of the system. It is a relevant topic to consider the reserve sharing in the tie-scheduling process.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof of Theorem 1 We first show the differentiability of the objective functions of (6) and (8) . This follows immediately from the multiparametric quadratic programming results summarized in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 ( [20] ): If problem (3) and (4) are neither primal nor dual degenerate for all d 1 , d 2 , and q ≤ Q, then 1) the optimizer and associated vector of Lagrangian multipliers are continuous and piece-wise affine (affine in each critical region), and 2) the optimal objective function is convex, continuously differentiable and piece-wise quadratic (quadratic in each critical region). By Lemma 1, the objective function of (6), denoted by J 6 (q), is continuously differentiable with derivative
where the second equality holds by the Envelope Theorem.
Since π 1 (q, d 1 ) and π 2 (q, d 2 ) are continuous functions, the objective function of (8), denoted by J 8 (q), is differentiable with derivative J 8 (q) =π 2 (q) −π 1 (q).
We then derive the connection between the optimal solutions to (6) and (8) using the first order conditions. The optimal solution q * to (6) and associated Lagrangian multiplier μ * q (for the interface constraint) satisfy the following first order condition for (6):π 1 (q * ) −π 2 (q * ) + μ * q = 0.
Similarly, the optimal solution q to (8) and associated Lagrangian multiplier μ q (for the interface constraint) satisfy the following first order condition for (8):
which is exactly the same as (13) . Finally, we show q * = q . To prove this, we need the monotonicity of price functionπ i (q) which is summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 2: If problem (3) and (4) are neither primal nor dual degenerate for all d 1 , d 2 , and q ≤ Q, thenπ 1 (q) is monotonically increasing andπ 2 (q) monotonically decreasing, where the direction of q is defined from region 1 to region 2.
Proof: See Appendix B. Below we show that in each of the following cases, either the case itself is impossible or q * = q .
(1) q * = q = Q. The statement is trivially true.
(2) q * < Q and q < Q. In this case, the interface constraint is not binding in either problem, so we have μ * q = μ q = 0, which implies thatπ 1 (q * ) =π 2 (q * ) andπ 1 (q ) = π 2 (q ). By the monotonicity ofπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q), q * = q = q int . (3) q * < q = Q. In this case, μ * = 0 andπ 1 (q * ) =π 2 (q * ).
Because of the monotonicity ofπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q), J 8 (q) is decreasing in q ∈ (q int , Q]. Since q > q * = q int , we have J 8 (q * ) > J 8 (q ). This contradicts with the optimality of q . Therefore, this case is impossible. (4) q < q * = Q. This case is also impossible. The proof follows the logic of that in Case (3). To sum up, problems (6) and (8) have the same optimal solution q * = q = min(q int , Q).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Proof of Lemma 2 Let the Lagrangian functions for (3) and (4) be L 3 and L 4 respectively. By Lemma 1, c * i (q, d i ) c i g * i (q, d i ) , i ∈ {1, 2}, is continuously differentiable. By the Envelope Theorem,
where π 1 (q, d 1 ) and π 2 (q, d 2 ) are continuous functions.
Since c * i (q, d i ) is also convex, its second order partial derivative of c * i (q, d i ) with respect to q is positive. Therefore, for fixed d 1 and d 2 , π 1 (q, d 1 ) is monotonically increasing and π 2 (q, d 2 ) monotonically decreasing for q ≤ Q. Note that monotonicity is preserved under expectation, soπ 1 (q) andπ 2 (q) are also monotonic functions.
